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Ylvisaker, Dungan K~ynote
Speakers At Urban Conf.
Ylvisaker Avails Mediocrity
As The Crisis In The Cities
"We have a crisis in our cities
and in our nation-and it is
basically a crisis in each one of
ourselves," said Dr. Paul Ylvisaker
here at last week's Urban
Conference.
The New Jersey Commissioner
of Community Res ources
keynoted the conference
sponsored by the History and
Social Sciences Department last
Friday and Saturday.
Ylvisaker stressed that "There
is no problem that does not begin
and end with ourselves," and that

"We are fighting the wrong war,"
in our cities.
The problem as the
Commissioner sees it, is one of
mediocrity. New Jersey ranks at
the bottom of the state scale for
aid given to health, education and
welfare. "There is no escape from
the refuse we leave," stated
Ylvisaker. The failure to meet the
problem causes the mediocrity
which is the real enemy.
"There is no black solution,
and no white solution. One can
(Continued on Page 3)

Dungan Speaks
Of Flexibility
"Flexibility" is the keyword
when dealing with the problems
and challenges faced by the state
at the present time, stated
Chancellor of Education, Ralph
Dungan , at the Urban Affairs
Conference on April 20.
"We must look at the normal
ways of doing things and readjust
them to fit the circumstances. The
urban problem is a war and we
must take war-time measures to
alleviate them."
Bringing the problem closer to
home, Dungan advocated a more
flexible approach to the
preparation of teachers. The
"peculiar problem of the urban
teacher" must be dealt with.
Dungan suggested exploring the
middle class white "systematically
and for a longer length of time to
live in the ghetto." He also
suggested a trimester program on

Chancellor of Higher Education, Ralph A. Dungan, addresses the
luncheon guests at the Urban Conference. He spoke of "flexibility" in
the state colleges and urban problems.

urban studies.
"We have done a mise.rable joQ
in the recruitment and training of

black college students," added the
Chancellor.
He talked of white racism-a
term used by the President's
Commission on Civil
Disorders- and called it not an
"aggressive, overt" thing, but an
insensitivity "to the problems of
the blacks." Only by "relaxed
dialogue with black brethren" ca.n
white people really come to an
understanding of Negro problems.
Dungan suggested an
investigation into federal and state
programs to ensure that they are
Dr. Howard Furer, chairman of the Urban Conference, and Dr. "really being used for those who
Arnold Rice, Speakers Chairman, appear to be pleased with the results they were designed."
of the First Urban Conference held at Newark State.
(Continued on Page 2)

ID's To· Be
Only Prop·er
Voting Proof
By ALICE WARREN
The Student Organization
Election Committee voted
Monday night to revise election
rules so that only student
identification cards may be used
for proper voting identification in
class and student council
elections.
Controversy over the matter
was opened up last Friday when
Editor - in - chief elect of the
INDEPENDENT, Edward
Esposito, contested the election
held on the $1,000 grant
referendum.
In a letter dated shortly before
noon on the day of voting,
Esposito testified that he had
voted twice in the referendum
vote concerning the $1,000 grant.
(Continued on Page 2)

16 Seminars Highlight Conf.
"Crisis in the City", a
conference on urban affairs held
on April 19-20, introduced a
number of well known
personalities to Newark State
College.

C. Eric Lincoln, Kenneth
Gibson, William M. Birenbaum ,
Eric Mann, John Harvard, Irving
Davis are only a few of the people
that appeared as panelists for the
conference.

Among the speakers were Paul
L. Ylvisaker, Commissioner of
Community Resources and Ralp_h
Dungan, Chancellor of Higher
Education (see stories same page).

Dr. Howard Furer of the
History and Social Science
department, who was Chairman of
the conference, felt that it was
successful in several ways. It
introduced Newark State College
to people who had probably never
heard of it before.

CUE Holds Re-Organization
Meeting At Newark State
By_DAVE LICHTENSTEIN
Three weeks ago State College
representatives from the
Committee for Undergraduate
Education (CUE) assembled at
Newark State College to discuss
plans for re-organization of the
pressure-lobby group.
Student Organization President
Frank Nero assisted in
formulating the original
committee three-years ago. "It
was a pretty successful lobby
group, dedicated to improving
higher education in the state," he
noted.
It has been CUE's main
operational purpose since its
inception to obtain much-needed
increased aid for state college
systems. New Jersey presently
ranks only 50th nationally in its

Gathered on the campus, he
added, was a distinguished group
of people, interested in a common
problem. He also hoped that this
interest would be noted by those
The Undergraduate Education within the state empowered to
appropriation of funds for high
Committee plans to obtain the remedy some of the problems
education.
Several weeks ·ago, student necessary funds through a bond discussed.
Not the least important result
leaders from N.J. state colleges issue and a broadening of the tax
of the conference was the attempt
testified to a need for increased base.
CUE began operating in I 965, to alert some of the student on
funds before a state senate
committee, and cited such but dissolved in 1966, when both campus to the problems that
problems as classroom the New Jersey Senate and surround them.
In his summation, Dr. John
overcrowding and security.
Assembly passed the Higher
"CUE is an effective device for Education Act of 1966 (S434), Hutchinson said that the
education and informing the creating the Department of Higher keywords of the age in regard to
public ," said Nero.
urban pi:eblems are "inertia,
Education.
Resulting from the
The April 30th campus rally is apathy and frustration." These
re-organization of CUE was an the first major event since its must be counterbalanced by
wtline for a new course of action,
re-organization, and all students "concern, involvement and
including an April 30th rally on are urged to attend. Other state renewal."
A gap exists not only between
the N.S.C. campus , and a May 6th colleges have already taken initial
State College march to Trenton. steps toward beginning the black a·n d white, but also between
Both are directed toward gaining necessary all-out program. "And," whites, "between those who
widespread CUE backing and reminds President Nero, "the fund know , and those who do not
pointing out the need for greater deficiency is why we have such know what's going on ."
support of higher education.
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 10)
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Newark State's Urban Conference

(Continued from Page 1)
Spiritual Crisis in
the Urban Community

Professor Luscombe discussed
the rise of secularism and
materialism in the urban
community and remarked that
those who believe in God
withdraw to themselves away
from the community. Father Fay
of Seton Hall continued in a spirit
of involvement on a national basis
with local assistance; he proposed
that urban affairs should be
handled in a Judao-Christian
spirit. Rabbi Irwin Fishbein of
Temple Beth El, Elizabeth,
enlarged upon the idea of
involvement by defining the real
crisis to be "that we do not regard
our fellow man as equal to us".
Mr. Bill Fox closed the discussion
by stressing the involvement of
the churches in the equality issue,
· especially in the Negro dilemma.
He remarked that the Black
Church and the Roman Catholic
Church are the last remains of
hope for the spiritual community,
since they do not immigrate when
their location becomes integrated.
The responsibility of the church
to the community and the
community to the city is related
in a complex of one fabric. All of
the speakers agreed upon
involvement by religious
institutions, but the differences in
their approach to this goal became
apparent in their following
debate.
The Politics of
Urban Education

"I address everyone as a
fellow student because education
is a continuing process", stated
Mayor T. Cost a of Teaneck
who was a panel speaker at the
seminar on "The Politics of Urb_an
Education. This seminar held on
Friday , April 19th and moderated
by Professor Eleanor l.audicina of
Newark State considered how the
political processes affect
education."
Mayor Thomas Costa
emphasized that ghetto schools

President Eugene Wilkins and Chancellor Dungan exchange smiles with guests at the "Crisis In The
Cities" conference.

must be improved to such an
extent that they will attract "the
best teachers to where they are
needed the most."
Mr. Albert Shanker, President
of the New York United
Federation of Teachers, believes
that the education system is
antiquated and must rid itself of
local control ; it needs a basic
commitment over the general
metropoi'itan area.
Shanker stated that teacher
contract pay is at too low a price
as there is money for every
government level of emergency.
The Mayor of New York who said
that there was not enough money
for a teacher salary increase ,
found a way to finance riot
control measures, reminded
Shanker.
Mrs. Chester Jones, Education
chairman of the New Jersey
League of Women Voters held
that the League supports measures
to equalize education ; it wants a
new money formula for State aid
to schools. Mrs. Jones stated that
rr o,·e money will not be the
answt·r to Center City education,
but it will help solve the problem.
Mayor Dunn c,f Elizabeth

Esp·osito Contests Election
College ID's Now Required

1

(Continued from Page 1)
Esposito also contested the
election on the fact that campaign
literature had been distributed in
illegal areas. According to election
committee rules, literature is
confined to · areas outside the
perimeter of the main road near
the College Center.
Esposito stated that his voting
twice was "precipitated by eyewitness reports of students
voting twice and at wrong class
election booths."
According to the editor, who is
a junior, he voted once at the
junior booth with no
identification and the second time
as a senior with a library card. No
signature appears on the card.
"No questions were asked,"
stated Esposito. "Anyoli.e could
easily vote twice under present
election procedure."
He also said that he had
received a "fact sheet" about the
$1,000 presidential grant within
illegal perimeter of the polls.

"When I reported this to Lou
Mariano, election committee
chairman, he stated that he and
his staff could not watch all the
areas constantly and that they had
told the distributors of the
literature to leave. But the
information had already been
distributed."
"The only way library cards
should be used to vote is when
accompanied by some other
signed legal identification," said
Esposito.
.
Election committee plans to
effect a new rule that states that
only student ID's should be used
in voting procedures. The
proposal received consent of the
body.
NOTICE
Attention All Girls!
Anyone interested in trying
out for Varsity Cheerleading,
please report to the Girl's Gym on
Monday, April 29 at 5 :30. Come
prepared to practice!

believes th::.t the fonnula of
appropriating money to Elizabeth ,
which receives less money from
foe state taxes than Westfield or
Fanwood although that city is
strangled with the cost of welfare.
Dr. Doxie Wilkerson, Associate
Professor of Education at Yeshiva
University, New York,
emphasized that society must
reassess its values, one of which
does not consider the education
of the poor child important.
Urban Immigrants
Old and New:
A comparative study

The immigration laws for the
United States have been revised,
and will become effective July 1,
1968.' The new law, which
destroys all previous forms of
discrimination, allows 20,000
people per country or 170,000

·Newly Elected
Stu. Council
Members

per years. Lt was revealed at the
Urban Conference seminar,
URBAN IMMIGRANTS, OLD
AND NEW: A COMPARATIVE
STUDY, held April 19 in the East
Room at 3 :30 P.M.
Mr. Robert E. Ford, chief of
special investigation of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service , made the announcement,
as well as participating in the 90
minute discussion.
Dr. Leon Sinder, chairman of
the Department of Anthropology
(Continued on Page 10)

MIT Asks For
Occupational
Deferments
The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is asking for
occupational deferments for 800
draft eligible graduate teaching
and research assistants.
Dean Irwin Sizer of the MIT
graduate school said the school
will in a few days be sending
letters to the local draft boards of
the 800 men. These 800 are about
half of MIT's 1600 teaching and
research assistants. The rest are
women , foreigners or already in
the second year of graduate
school and thus not eligible for
the draft.
All graduating seniors and
(Continued on Page 3)

Dungan Speaks
(Continued from Page 1)

On April 25, Governor Hughes
will deliver a message before
Congress. Although Dungan did
not reveal the , contents of the
message, he promised that it
would be "historic."
He ended on an ominous note
l-ten he warned that ',time is
running out," and that action
must be taken now. "A
conference is not going to do it,"
stated Dungan.
" 1

Schedule of Events
DATE
EVENT
SUNDAY, APRIL 28th
2:00-5 :00
CCB Presents: The Union Gap"
in Concert
5:00- 7:00
CCB Movie: "Lord Jim"

MONDAY , APRIL 29th
1 :00-2:00
Fine Arts Majors Meeting
3 :00-5 :00
Freshman Art Majors Meeting
5:00- 7:00
Judo Club Meeting
7:00-10:00 I.F.S.C. Film on Phi Mu National
7:00-8:00
Evening Division
Student
Council Meeting
Newly elected Student Council
representatives for the year TUESDAY, APRIL 30th
CCB Lecture:
beginning May first are as follows: I :00-2:00
"The American Negro"
IN THE CLASS OF 1969: P.
Sophomore Class Meeting
Caroselli, L. Centolanzo, J. I :00- 2:00
Counseling Services Meeting
Evangelisti, P. Feeney, S. Hunter, I :00-3 :00
D. Malo, S. Martin, V. Nardiello, I :00-2:00
Union High School Band Concert
B. Ricca , K. Roberts, L. 6:00-10:00 Nu Sigma Tau meeting
Sorrentino, J. Streit, B. Taback, 7:00- 10:00 Nu Sigma Phi meeting
N. Tobiason, G. Young.
7:00-10:00 Sigma Kappa Phi meeting
IN THE CLASS OF 1970: K. 7:00-10:00 Alpha Theta Pi meeting
Alton, B. Baxter, C. Blake, B. 7:00-10:00 Sigma Beta Chi meeting
Boyle, J. Connelly, J _Freeman, B. 7:00-10:00 Kappa Epsilon meeting
Loehning, T. McLeod, J. Murray, 7:00-10:00 Nu Delta Pi meeting
K. Sokowlowski, B. Stein, B. 7:00-10:00 Lambda Chi Rho meeting
Weinfeld.
7:00-10:00 Omega Sigma Psi meeting
IN THE CLASS OF 1971: T.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1st
Cataline, H. Clark, N. Fero, E. . 12:00- 1 :00 AAUW Luncheon
Kelly, T. Lindia, H. Magee , N.
3:00-4:30
P.E. Dept. Freshman Tea
Marchesani, A. Sa.
5:00-7:00
Judo Club meeting
Results of the referendum vote 5 :00-9 :00
Film: " Puerto Rico"
determining whether or not the 7:00-10 :00 Alpha Phi Omega Meeting
president of the Student
7:30-9:00
Young Adult Adjustment Gr~p
Organization should get $1,000,
providing he accelerate by THURSDAY, MAY 2nd
Elementary Curriculum meeting
attending summer session are as I :00-4 :00
5:00-6:00
College
Center Board meeting
follows:
6:00-9:00
Kappa
Delta
Pi meeting
In the CLASS OF 1968: Yes,
7:00-9:00
Delta Sigma Pi Meeting
34; no, 65.
In the CLASS OF 1969: Yes, FRIDAY, MAY 3rd
40; no, 86.
CARNIVAL
In the CLASS OF 1970: Yes, SATURDAY, MAY 4th
56; no, 114.
CARNIVAL
In the CLASS OF 1971: Yes,
SUNDAY,
MAY
5th
57; no, 124.
CARNIVAL
TOTAL: Yes, 187;no, 389.

PLACE
Theatre for Perf.
Arts
Theatre for Perf.
Arts
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
DIA
Little Theatre
Main Dining Room

Little Theatre
East Room
Alumni Lounge
College Center Patio
East Room
Alumni Lounge
Faculty Dining rRoom
Little Theatre
Main Dining Room
Main Dining Room
Sloan Lounge
CS All Purpose Room
CS Music Room
Downs Hall
Sloan Lounge
DIA
Little Theatre
East Room
Faculty Dining Room
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
East Room
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Gottlieb Speaks To
Sociology Students
The problem of race in
American society was discussed
here last Tuesday by Dr. Edward
Gottlieb , former Harlem school
principal and chairman of the War
Resistance League.
Dr. Gottlieb spoke for
sociology students and interested
guests at the invitation of ·their
professor , Mr. Ira Fybish of the
NSC Social Science Department .
"Non violence is not dead,"
stated Gottlieb, rather it has
" proved to be even more
necessary" by the death of Martin
Luther King.
By trying to think of himself as
a black person , Gottlieb hopes to
approach a better understanding
of the problem, since the mere
nature of being black is a stigma
in American society.

White society must realize its
part and the burden of the
realization rests with the young,
since the old have been
" brainwashed" and are
prejudiced, said Gottlieb. Schools,
rather than promoting education,
have tended to interfere with
education and have ignored black
community entirely. Gottlieb's
suggestion to prospective teachers
is to accept the black community
and credit their politics and
ability to lead themselves.

Occupational
Deferments

Ylvisaker

Esposito, Morgan Named to New
Editorial Board; Replace Kirk

Edward Esposito was elected
to serve as Editor-in-Chief of the
INDEPENDENT for the academic
year 1967-1968 , at an Editorial
Board meeting on April 17.
Mr. Esposito succeeds Arthur
F. Kirk, who has served in this
position for two-years . The
newly-elected Editor-in-Chief has
been a member of the
INDEPENDENT staff since his
freshman year , and has served as
Advertising Manager and
Managing Editor. Mr. Esposito is a
For as Gottlieb sees the junior General Elementary
problem, the only solution is Education major, and a member
through political equality as a of Sigma Beta Tau fraternity. He
method of assimilation.
has served as Vice President of his
"If it is so unbearable to be class and was on the Student
black, then the situation MUST Council, and the Finance Board.
Margaret Morgan and Elizabeth
change," he stated.
Stein were elected to fill the
respective positions of Managing
Editor and Business Manager.
Miss Morgan , a junior English
(Continued from Page 1)
major , has served on the
(Continued from Page 2 )
sense the polarization and newspaper staff since her
first-year graduate students will alienation , the hostility and fear . freshman year, in such capacities
as: reporter, News Editor and
become available for the draft in But should we be diverted from
Business Manager. She succeeds
the
real
problem
of
mediocrity?"
June , under a February order
Ylvisaker cautioned the college Mr. Esposito to this position. Miss
eliminating most student
deferments for graduate students. community to discern the real Morgan is a member of Nu Theta
problems before they begin Chi sorority, and Kappa Delta Pi
honor society, and has served on
MIT is the first school to ask fighting the wrong war.
for occupational deferments for
''The villains are basically SCATE.
Miss Elizabeth Stein is Miss
teaching assistants. However, at a ourselves," he said, but "If we
House subscommittee hearing in perceive what we are, we see only Morgan's successor to the post of
Business Manager. She is a
March, Selective Service Director opportunities."
Lewis B. Hershey did imply that
such deferments are available to

teaching assistants.

In Washington, a Selective
Service spokesman said the
System has no specific response to
MIT's action. He said it would be
up to local draft boards to decide
on the individual cases. The
spokesman said the students must
be able to demonstrate three
things:
- That they are employed in
work that is the national interest;
-That they cannot be replaced
by others with the same skills ;
- That their removal "would
cause a material loss of'
effectiveness of such an activity."
Although MIT has made the
request on behalf of all its
graduate assistants, individual
teaching and research assistants
can ask their own local boards for
occupational deferments.

Pagel

sophomore Liberal Arts major ,
who has previously served as a
Copy Editor and as Circulation
Manager. Miss Stein recently was
elected to a seat on the Student
Council.
Maureen Higgins and Kevin
Alton have been elected to serve
as Co-News Editors , and Susan
Stein has been named Assistant
News Editor. They succeed Alice
Warren, a Senior, and Maureen
Higgins, who served respectively
as News Editor and Assistant
News Editor in 1967-68.
Miss Higgins , a sister of Nu
Theta Chi sorority, is -a
sophomore G.E. major. She has
been on the INDEPENDENT staff
since the beginning of her
freshi:nan year, and has served as
the Secretary of the N.S.A.
Committee.
Mr. Al ton, a sophomore
science major, leaves the post of
Advertising Manager to assume
thatofCo-NewsEditor.Abrother
of Sigma Beta Tau , Mr. Alton has
served on the newspaper staff
since he was a freshman , and
represents the sophomore class
with a seat on the Student
Council.
Miss Susan Stein is a
sophomore G.E. major who has
formerly served as a Copy Editor
of the INDEPENDENT, and as a
reporter.

Ga y Schneider has been
re-elected to the position of
Feature Editor, and David
Lichtenstein has been named to
serve as Assistant Feature Editor.
Miss Schneider, a junior
English major , is a member of Nu
Theta Chi sorority, and Kappa
Delta Pi honor society. She has
previously served on the
INDEPENDENT staff, and as
Copy and _Feature Editors of the
newspaper.
Mr. Lichtenstein is a freshman
Liberal Arts major who has served
on the newspaper staff since the
beginning of his freshman year.
He has assisted in the news,
feature and sports departments.
Randy McCarthy, a sophomore
science major, has been named
Sports Editor to succeed senior
Fred Hansen. Mr. McCarthy has
worked for the news and sports
departments during the past year.
Maureen Kearney, Patricia
Kelly, and Nadia Melnyczuk will
serve as Copy Editors.
Miss Kearney , a sister of Nu
Sigma Tau sorority, is a junior
English major . She has previously
assisted in the news department of
the INDEPENDENT.
Miss Kelly has also worked for
the news department. She is a
sophomore English major.
Miss Melnyczuk is a sophomore
(Continued on Page 7)

Child Study Center: ~--~~~~__;:_~;;;..:.::::::::~~~

The Evaluation Clinic
By Brian Kostek
and Wendy Elberger
The newest service sponsored
by C.S.C. is the Evaluation Clinic.
The function of this clinic is to
give diagnostic and guidance
services to the mentally retarded.
It is made up of a team of
specialists who provide evaluation,
counseling, and periodic
assessments at crucial life points
for the mentally retarded.
The Clinic tries to find out
what services the retarded
individual needs, and then enlists
the cooperation of local

SPR I NG WEE KEND IS COM ING!!

April 26, Friday, 8 p.m. - Informal Dance, Main Dining

Room, College Center.
April 27, Saturday, 7 p.m. -

Hayride, Dance and
Hootenanny, Silver Saddle Ranch in North
Branch, N.J. tickets: $1.50.

April 28, Sunday, 2 p.m. - The Union Gap in Concert

followed by the film "Lord Jim", starring Peter
O'Toole. Admission $2 for N.S.C. students, $3
for others.

TICKETS FOR ALL EVENTS AVAILABLE AT
INFORMATION AND SERVICES DESK OR AT
SPRING WEEKEND TABLE IN COLLEGE CENTER.

community services. In this way
programs of care, training and
remediation are found for
patients. The Clinic evaluates
every aspect of a person's
problem, be it educational, social,
psychological, or that pertaining
to health. Community
representatives discuss cases with
the team and they develop
cooperative programs together.
The Evaluation Clinic began in
September 1965 . At that time, it
was made up of a skeleton
volunteer staff from C.S.C. In
Sept. 1966, this changed; the
clinic received a grant from the
United States Public Health
Service under the Mental
Retardation Division. The grant
was for over $400,000 and was to
cover a five-year period. The
money was given with he hopes
that at the end of the five-year
period, Newark State College and
the community would take over
the costs of the Evaluation Clinic.
The Clinic is also endorsed by
the New Jersey State Health

~;;;!~~~

IT'S THE RAGE

REGULAR
MODEL

ANY$ 2
3 LINE TEXT
The finest INDESl"IIUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. 1/i" 1 2".
Send check or money order. Be
s ure to include your Zip C~de. No
postage or handling charges . Add
sales tax.

Prompt shipment. Satisfaction GuarantNd
THE MOPP CO.
P. O. ·Bol 18623 Leno• Squara StatiOII
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

.

Department and by the Division
of Mental Retardation of the
Department of Institutions and
Agencies. The Union Unit,
N.J.A.RC. contributes toward
operating costs and program
facilities.
Just how the evaluation clinic
works may be shown in the case
of Mark. Mark had a fall when he
was a small child which injured his
brain. He is now a 15½ year old
with an I.Q. of 44. He has been
attending classes for the mentally
retarded as a trainable but has lost
interest in school. His mother is
very concerned for him and she
wishes him to attend vocational
school. The reha bili ta tion
commissioner referred Mark's case
to the Evaluation Clinic because
of the mother's wish and because
of his school problem.
Mark has seen many
professionals during his lifetime ,
who have analyzed his difficulties
as a retarded person. He has
recently been analyzed by many
medical people for he has just
completed an operation.
The psychiatrists Mark has
seen, believe him to be mentally
retarded. They also say that
emotional factors play a part in
his present type of behavior. The
social worker and the visiting
nurse both, say that he has
behavioral conflicts at home with
his father. He also is suffering
from sibling rivalry, especially
with his twin brother.

Mark has many problems. He is
reaching a crucial time in his life.
It is the job of the six specialists
who are analyzing his case to
determine if he should be
institutionalized. They also must
decide if it would be advantageous
for him to get vocational training,
as his mother wishes. It should be
noted that he cannot read or
write, although he seems to be up
on current news events.
His problem must also be
determined to be neurotic or
psychotic for he is not very
interested in school.
The team debates what should
-be done for the child and just
what would be most advantageous
for him. In Mark's case, they
referred him to a shop training
program in Elizabeth because he
was considered trainable .
Recommendations were made to
the vocational training advisor and
to his parents to take him for
periodic tnedical checkups.
People· -_ like Mark will get
evaluated -thoroughly like this
several times during their life. The
number of times would depend
upon whether there is a crisis or
not. Other reasons might be to see
if the training and environment
they are getting are suitable to
their needs . Therefore the
evaluation clinic assesses every
aspect pertinent to a retarded
individual and makes
recommendations which will
benefit the person .
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Sound and Fury·
Don't Pamper
" T ruth cannot be forceJ but must be allowed to plead for itself."

To the Editor :
I fin d your incidental mention
of the attack made on a Negro
dorm student by fo ur white
males , an oversight. Your
tendency to play down important
matters as minor news stories
makes me angry. Judging from the
content of the Indepen dent for
the last four years, I feel , if the
black student had been a parking
space , he would have received
front page coverage.
To imply that the attack was
solely due to lack of security is
showing a lack of logic. The
Indepen d ent insists upon
pampering N.S.C. students. Why
shoul d they be pampered? If they
are the intelligent, middle class
humanitarians that they claim to
be, why hasn't the Independent
revealed to them what "the
others" are like. The fact is, we
had our own Memphis , Tenn.
right here at Newark State. Before
the students of N.S.C. can
participate in a march on
Washington , it would seem
necessary for them to start
clearing this campus of THEIR
bigoted and pseudo-liberal minds.
Because I am a black student I
feel that my personal convenience
is being threatened. Will another
. black student have to be attacked
before the Independent decides to
give it full coverage? If so, the

The Bel(inninl(

evaluation sheets. In the $1,000 referendum ,
a ml:>st important decision, only 600 votes
May I st marks the beginning of a new were cast out of a voting population of 3200
year for the Student Organization. students.
President-elect Bill Price and his new council
This is not the time to beat the dead
will start, hopefully a successful and horse of the apathy of the past. We of the
profitable year not bogged down with Independent can only hope that the new
factionalism and strife.
council will be sparked with enthusiasm and
May 1st is also the ending of a council take steps forward .
year. For Frank Nero, the year for the most
part has been profitable. The road has had
its ruts and pot holes, many of which have
been fil led in or by-passed .
Flexibility is defined by Webster's New
Perhaps the biggest achievement was the
adoption by the Faculty Senate of the long World Dictionary as "the quality of being
called for amendment to the Senate's flexible." Flexible is defined as "able to
constitution. This amendment guarantees bend without breaking; not stiff or rigid ;
that the Faculty Senate cannot " .. . in any pliant ; easily bent." The dictionary goes on
way impede or violate the autonomy and to include "adjustable to change ; capable of
freedoms presently reserved to the Student modification."
Flexibility was also the keyword in the
Organization."
address
of Chancellor of Education Ralph A.
The parking problem and campus
Dungan
at the urban conference on
security took much of council's time. After
Saturday.
a 24-liour vigil in Townsend Hall and hours
of debate and fact-finding a new parking lot ,
Flexibility implies change ; change
now under construction, was acquired . The implies liberalism ; liberalism , of late , seems
problem of campus security, was heightened to be the political philosophy of students on
by attacks on several campus co-eds, was campuses throughout the country. Logically
tackled by council . A security report was speaking , then , liberalism , change,
published, calling for specific tightened flexibility , should be part and parcel of the
security measures, in all campus areas.
scene on this American college, Newark

Defining Terms

I realize that the students of
this college are hard up
financially , but this is ridiculous. I
mean , the least the guilty party
could have done was to leave me
his old battery. As it was , I had no
transportation and found it was
necessary to thumb a ride to
Maplewood, which is not very
ladylike.
Will the guilty party please
ret urn my battery as it has
sentimental value , being the first
one bought with my own hard
earned cash!
Sincerely ,
REGINA M. LUBKA
(hitch-hiker)

Higher Ed. In
N.J. Is Dying
"Higher Education in New
Jersey is Dying" An open letter to
the students and faculty .
No statement is closer to the
truth ; higher education in the
state is dying. Why? It is dying
because our state is not permitting
it to grow and mature due to lack
of necessary funds. Higher
education today is like a child
which has to grow in Size,
Strength and Maturity, but to do
this it needs the proper
nourishment and environment.
This we are not giving it , so like
any living thing deprived of the

Howev er this report is obviously n o t
en ough ; council cannot thin k that issuing a

State.
Yet , except for a small , ac tive, vigorous

coverage of the second attack will materials for its survival i t will
certainly be larger that the first's either grow deformed or die .

report is enough to protect its students.

minority , our students are typified (to use
Dr. Hutchinson's words at his summation at
the urban conference) by "inertia, apathy,
and frustration ."
The INDEPENDENT can offer no
remedy for the problem of the "apathetic
student."
While an answer is not available, perhaps
a reason might be. Students at this college
seem convinced of their inferiorit y. They
seem convinced that nothing they do can
change the world. They are wallowing in
"mediocrity" (a word used by Commissioner
of Community Resources Ylvisaker, again at
the urban conference). Mediocre is defined
by Webster as "of middle quality , neither
very good nor very bad; ordinary,
commonplace, average."
Draw your own conclusions !

There is no need to impress
u·p on you the problem we are
facing here at Newark State , the
lack of security , adequate
facilities and the lack of fiscal
autonomy. All of these· can be
traced to the condition of higher
education in our state . The time is
To the Editor:
long past for idle complaints , the
There has been quite a lot of time has come where we either do
attention given to the security of something or stop complaining.
young coeds on campus.
I ask that you show your
Has anyone given thought to support for the following
the security of our cars? Last resolutions and return them to the
Tuesday , April 16 at 10:30 A.M. Student Organization office. In
in broad daylight, my car was in a addition on April 30 during the
sense , raped. Woul d you believe college free hour there will be a
its battery was stolen? Now I ask rally on the College Green to
you, what good is a car without a show our support to these
battery?
(Continued on Page 8)

The M.A.A. constitution and N.S.C.'s
football team are still floating in the air. The
Independent urges that these two important
issues not be forgotten. These issues were
used by candidates for all offices , promising
to see them through if elected . Time will
only tell if promises are kept.
As in the past , council's hands have been
tied by factionalism and this year by
excessive absences and representative
turnover. The apathy of council
representatives is not excusable. Council
representatives have failed to excite the
student body at large .
The long-awaited course evaluation fell
on its face because too many students were
complacent and did not return their

because, without a doubt, the
personal convenience of white
students will definitely be
threatened.
JOYCE SWAIN, '68

Car Rape
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The Aftermath:

Martin Luther King, Jr.
By RICHARD ANTHONY
WASHINGTON (CPS)-What is
there left to be said about Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.?
Too much has been said
already , and by men who would
do
better
to
keep
silent- politicians who would as
soon have been seen in friendly
company with Mao Tse-Tung as
with King joined their voices to
the la01entation. But this was
predictable.
It's best to say very little- to
say that King was a man of faith
and superlative courage, a man
who misunderstood the realities
of power in this country and the
more subtle ways of race hatred,
but who held to his word. The
hatred from the right and the
disdain from the left cannot
change these things.
But it's not so important now
to discuss what King was like.
What is · important is to
consider whether or not his
murder will make a difference.
More than one columnist has
witten that, yes , it will, that Dr.
King's death will do more to
advance the cause of the Negro
than any demonstration he might
have led in his life , and just look
at the Open Housing Bill. ..
Legislative measures like the
open housing bill should not be
dismissed out of hand. Very
possibly it will be of some value
over time to the black middle

class, though . for now it serves that the country's colleges and
mainly as a grotesque comment universities, with their brand new
on America, illuminating very urban stucijes departments and
clearly how much more we as a their search for black "talent" are
people care for property rights in the process of aligning
than for human rights.
themselves with the ghettoes, but
It is difficult not to see the bill nothing could be further from the
as a gesture. And the same , truth. Like any growing
unfortunately , can be said of institution a university thrives on
much of what colleges and money, and ghettoes are not
universities have done in response where the money is to be found .
to the murder.
The universities are as locked into
A large number of schools have the white Establishment as IBM.
established Martin Luther King,
Jr. scholarship funds, and many
have established committees to
work in one way or another for
more rights for black people .
A few schools have gone
further. Stanford University, for
one, has pledged to double the
number of its "minority group"
By THOMAS HAEDRICH
students ; to double the
proportion of its minority group
On May 9th, 10th, 11th and
employees; to admit ten minority 12th, the Theatre Guild of
group students who do not meet Newark State College will present
the sta'ndards of admission; and to the DRAFTDODGER. Although
give black students top priority similar in some ways to BYE BYE
for financial aid.
BIRDIE, the DRAFTDODGER
Much of the response to the was called by its director , J.
murder has come from students. Lawrence Lowenstein to be the
At Rutgers University in New BONNIE AND CLYDE of the
Brunswick, N.J., for example, musical world. The play is a
students held a march into the musical satire and its appeal to the
city to protest discrimination. The younger set is hoped to expand as
student council there has taken the musical is planned for
the position that any fraternity Broadway. Even the implication
practicing discrimination ought to of the play's title is expected to
be banned from the campus.
draw huge crowds of students.
It would be nice to imagine
The music by Jack Urbant,

Can this be changed? Not
likely, but students ought to make
the effort. The campaign of Sen.
Eugene McCarthy indicated that
students can make a difference
politically, though it's true that
the comparison between getting
out the vote for McCarthy and
attempting to realign the power
balance of the country is
obviously a distant one.
Nevertheless , students should
(Continued on Page 6)

Theater Guild Presents
"Draftdodger" In M11
who wrote the theme to "Mission
Impossible," breaks with the
conventional score.
The lyricist, John Meyu has
written material for the Johnny
Carson Show. Mr. Meyu, who has
contributed to many New York
reviews, wrote "I'm In Love With
Mr. Clean."
The co-lyricist, Steve Gordon ,
was copy writer advertising
·"Rose-Mary's Baby" starring Mia
Farrow.
Mr. Lowenstein stated the
musical was "a great challenge
after
doing
GLASS
MENAGERIE."
Tickets are available at the
information desk.

Elections
The officers of Kappa Delta Pi
for the coming year 1968-69 were
elected at the April 18th meeting
held in the East Room . The new
executive board consists of
President Michael Capezza ,
Vice-President Beverly
Stefanowicz, Treasurer Donna
Slatnick, Corresponding Secretary
Mary Ann Toomey, and
Recording Secretary Cynthia
Males. The new officers will be
installed at the May 2nd meeting
of the organization.
Mr. Robert Tennyson of the
NSC Music Department addressed
the group on the recent
developments in music such as the
microtone , which is a result of the
division of the standard musical
scale into very small units so that
notes between the traditional ones
can be played. Electronic music,
the result of programming a
computer to make certain sounds,
was explained and demonstrated
by Mr . Tennyson. Aleotoric music
was introduced to the members as
music
in which the dynamics ,
the tones, the pace, and the pitch
are all determined in a random
manner. The members themselves
became involved in creating a
musical composition and were
divided into four groups, each
group rolling dice in order to
randomly select the musical
components. The resulting
(Continued on Page 12.)
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Todd Announces Public
Affairs Conlerence

The Aftermath:

Martin Luther King, Jr.

TRENTON - Republican State the " Opportunities, Unlimited"
Chairman Webster B. Todd today conference will feature a case
announced plans for a statewide study of a recent political
(Continued from P a ge 5)
" Opportunities , Unlimited" campaign and a "bull session" on
conference to be held Saturday, national issues led by a member of work for such a realignment,
because hardly anyone else is
April 27 at Rutgers University in Congress.
The day-long session will begin doing it , and because it could be
Newark. The program will be part
of a nationwide campaign " to shortly after 10:00 A.M. in the the country's last chance.
It won't simply be a matter of
fu rt h e r the involvement of Student Center at Rutgers
outstanding young people in the University in Newark with a getting rid of fraternities that
public arena ," according to Todd. Keynote " Invitation to Public discriminate , nor of pressuring
Similar conferences have already Service and Political Leadership ," administration to admit mpre
delivered by Governor John black students.
reen held in at least 25 states.
Universities won't make a dent
The conference, which is being Chafee of Rhode Island. This will
in
the country's institutional
planned under the joint auspices be followed by an analysis of the
racism
until they threaten t o deny
o f the Republican National New Jersey political system and a
Committee and the New Jersey discussion of ways to become white society what they so
Republican State Committee, will active in politics. A special willingl y now provide -i ts
be open to enrolled students at all " leadership Luncheon" will intellectual support.
Students, therefore , should
institutions of higher education in enable students to chat informally
New Jer sey. Assemblyman with distinguished program guests . organize now to put greatly
Thomas H. Kean , leader of the
Further information will be increased pressure on their school
administrations and boards of
Essex Count y Republi c an forthcoming .
trustees , and they should
delegation in the Assembly, was
encourage faculty members and
NOTICE
appointed by Todd to be State
The Poor Peoples March on alumni groups to do the same.
Co-Ordinator for the conference ,
Washington
will be held on They should press to have their
and United States Senator
Clifford P. Case of Rahway is Monday , April 29 , 1968. For schools cut off research aid to any
information contact Marlene institution , whether public or
Honorary Chairman.
private , that will not support
Assemblyman Kean stated that Nisonoff.
" the conference is designed to
furnish New Jersey college
students information about
publ i c-oriented career
opport unities and describe ways
in wh ich they may assume
r esp o nsi b ilit ies through the
two-party system."
First notices about the April
Big. This year even bigger. Some Chevrolet Tri27 conference were mailed today
Levels are longer. Some wider. Some with more
from Washington , D. C. by
cargo room. Size up Impala. Nothing in its field
Republican National Chairman
comes as big. For instance, in many others you
Ray Bliss to a special list of 25 00
wouldn 't dare try laying a 4 x 8-foot mirror flat in the
main cargo level. (Espec ially if you ' re superstitious.)
New Je rsey students who hold
In Impala, no problem. The hidden storage compartoffice in campus organizations or
ment on the lower level also takes more of your gear
have achieved distinction in other
than any of them. The roof rack you order should
aspects of college life. It is hoped
take care of the rest. For your comfort, there 's extra
by Assemblyman Kean that word
hip and shoulder room.
of the program will be spread to
We make our Tri-Levels lots more attractive in other
all po tentially interested students
through this and similar mailings
t o be posted later.
In addition to seminars on
ca ree rs i n s u c h a r eas as
Co mmun ications, Government
an d P o li t i cs, Bu siness, the
Professions, a!1d Social Service,

massive aid programs to the devising strategies to change this
situation.
ghettoes.
The murder .of Martin Luther
They should demand that
university officials intervene with King, Jr. , following close on the
all their powers on behalf of announcement that negotiations
ghetto dwellers in onflicts with will be starting in Vietnam,
governments , whether locak, state provide an excellent starting point
or national. At public universities for students to begin fighting
in particular, they should racism in meaningful ways. The
encourage important members of fight should have begun in earnest
the faculty to give notice they will long ago , but it's better to begin
leave unless state legislature move now than not at all .
to implement major programs of
social improvement.
FOR SALE
There are a great many other
goals that students can work for ,
1961 Chevy Impala
but these can be worked out at
Convertible
individual campuses. It's not
Brand new tires and front
difficult to discover the many
end. Engine overhauled V-8.
ways in which universities
2 months •ago Power
contribute to racism · in this
Steering and Brakes, Top,
country . The difficult part will be
NOTICE
The Russians are Coming!
Would you believe Carnival May

3, 4 , 5.

Radio
Heater and
Reverberator.
Best offer over $425
Stan MB 292 or call 351-9581

Our Space Department
ways, too. With such exclusives in Chevrolet's field
as an ignition warning system. You'll get a buzz out
of it if you ever leave your key in the switch. There
are rocker panels that clean themselves with every
shower you go through . Inner fenders that protect
the outer ones from rust. And hidden windshield
wipers on many models. Even with all these advantages, Impala and Chevelle Concours are the lowest
priced luxury wagons in their fields. And if that 's
what you like to hear, hear this. Unprecedented
savings are yours now at your Chevrolet dealer's
'68 Savings Explo. See the details below.

,a=+bHrv
Chevrolet Tri-Levels
TR Y ONE FOR SIZ E AT YOU R DEALER 'S.

Girl Injured
In Mishap, At
Library
Last Friday The Nancy
Thompson Library was the scene
of an accident involving the
collapse of 3 levels of book
shelves. Over 6000 books fell in
domino style on freshman Ann
Scaglione as she sat at a table
reading. Miss Scaglione escaped
serious injury and was able to
leave the scene on her own power
after the shelves were lifted off.
End pa ne ls had been
d i smantled fo r refinishing,
ultimately to be placed in the new
library. The panels were thought
to have a decorative value only
rather than a supportive one . The
removal of the panels r~sulted in
the collapse of the book shelves.
A worker was then instructed by
Dr. Rendell , Library Science
Chairman, to reconstruct the
remaining shelves replacing the
end panels so no further incident
could occur.

IMPALA ST~TION WAGON

II

'68~fo~
eJR_ O
't~K:t,.i
*

It's like no other savings
event your Chevrolet dealer

has ever held . To you it
means extra buying poweran explosion of savings on
Chevrolets and Chevelles.
Take a look at these bonus
savings plans. Then see your
Chevrolet dealer.

Bonus Savings Plans.

1. A ny Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 200-hp Turbo- Fire VB,

Powerglide and whitewalls.

2. A ny Chevrolet or Chevelle
with 250-hp Turbo-Fire VB,
Powerglide and whitewalls.
3. A ny regular C hevrolet
with 250-hp Tu rbo- Fire VB,
Turbo H yd ra- M atic
whitewalls.

an d

4. Now, for the first time ever,

big savings on power disc
brakes and power steering on
any Chevro let o r Chevelle
with VB engine.
5. Buy any C hevrolet or
Cheve ll e VB 2-door or 4door hardtop mode l - save
on vinyl top, electric clock,
wheel covers and appearance guard items.

Happen ing now at your Chevrolet dealer's,
a tremendous explosion of extra buying power. Only the leader could make it happen.
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Assn. Of NJ State Colleges
Oppose Admissions Changes
The Assn. of New Jersey State
College Faculties has made public
a report opposing recent changes
in admissions policies at the six
State Colleges.
The Association- made up of
professors at the six State
Colleges- is "deeply concerned
ab out the far-reaching
implications of the proposed
policy on the future of the State
Colleges and upon the youth of
the state," says the report.
Adoption of the policy, the
report charges , "is not ,
apparentl y, supported by
reputable research."
"Particularly objectionable" is
a requirement that 14 of the 16
high school credits required for
admission be in " college
preparatory subjects" says the
report.
"This requirement will
essentially restrict and thus make
the high school curriculum
unnecessarily rigid in terms of
curriculum options and courses
available to students," says the
report.
"The standard is artificially
high and will prevent many
capable students from entering
college."
The report also charges that
the policy "tends to cater to the
intellectually elite" and "will
seriously reduce the number of
students admitted to college from
lower socio-economic groups.
" It is regressive in that it means
movement against the trend to
broaden educational
opportunity."
The policy change may deny

admission to capable students
previously erolled in vocational
high schools or programs, the
report says. It may also deny
admission to students with special
talents and aptitudes , who fail to
take a prescribed program, and
who discover late in their high
school careers that they have the
ability and desire to go to college.
The report refutes widely
published claims that the 1966
Legislature intended the six State
Colleges to be "liberal arts"
colleges. The actual wording of
the legislation, the booklet
reports , says the State Colleges
must provide "higher education in
the liberal arts and sciences and
various professional a reas
including the science of education
and the art of teaching."
To end "confusion" about this
point, the report recommends , the
State Colleges should be described
as "multi-purpose" rather than
"liberal arts" schools.
Prepared by the Association's
Admissions Policies Committee
and approved by its Executive
Committee , the report contains
28 pages reviewing research
studies, done over the past 30
years, on the effect high school
courses have on later success in
college. Most of the studies show
little or no such relationship.
The quoted studies reach
conclusions such as:
- "There is little or no
significant relationship between
specific patterns of high school
units and academic success in
college."
(Continued on Page 12)

Timothy Leary
( Continued from page 11)

it by moving to the 'love'
stance-arms extended and back
crucified. "See- I can't hurt you ,"
he said, "this is neither an
offensive nor a defensive stance."
" 2,000 years of Christian
warfare- Catholic kill Protestants,
Protestants kill Catholics. Kill for
Christ. Wow!"
"Why are we so unloving?"
asked Leary.
" Anyone born after 1943 is a
mutant ," he told the crowd,
"history stopped in 1943, and
anyone born before then is
pre-historic."
He cited the real cause of the
generation gap to be connected
with this concept. " To understand
and really communicate ," he
explained," you have to realize
that those born before 1943 are
of a different species - of the
Mechanical Generation.
Later, someone asked him why
he couldn't leave the country to
avoid · arrest . "Well," he said, " I
can't fly American . . . and we'll
never fly United! "
" There is one desire today , he
continued,"It is to have a TV
room, a haircut , and sit down and
watch your TV set.
Mrs. Leary said she would go
with her children to an Indian
reservation now and "pray with
the Indians" , and that we should
"All go home and pray for
Timothy." Recently Leary's
18-year-old son John was denied a

people as .Ho Chi Mihn are still
determining their country's
future .

Dr.- Leary could easily be seen
as a genius before his time . Not
even a frustrated genuis , because
he ·has apparantly passed that
stage and is really involved with
love. I can see Leary really
committed to a pyschedelic
(mind-expanding) religion. For at
. one time he told the crowd, "It's
silly to talk about drugs - almost
anything - as long as there is a
war going on."
"Don' t take LSD now," he
advised his followers . "Love "is
where it's at. End the war- then
settle problems home ."
Leary felt content that youth
should rule this planet. He
claimed that the human brain
begins to deteriorate after the age
of 22 and that it is impossible for
anyone to mature or learn
anything new over the age of 15
to 20. He also commented that,
" It seems biological and genetical
suicide to let anyone over the age
of 40 vote or hold public office."
Leary finished by delivering his
" Declaration of Evolution,"
calling for guaranteed rights of
Life , Liberty and the Pursuit of
Happiness to each individual and
_the dissoluti on o f every
government run by individuals
born before 1943. He cited
certain cases where such 'ageless'

He also read a letter released
on Monday , April 22 (the day of
his arrest) calling him "a menace
to society while at large." Leary
has been out on $5 ,000 bail since.

"f consider myself a good
American ," he contended, "and I
have been modeling myself lately
more and more after the
philosophy and dress of those
who drew up our Declaration of
Independence."
Tim Leary's song is a sweet
one . One of love . I-re calls Bob
Dylan "a young saint." Both are ,
perhaps, saints. Both have had
large followings. Leary has been
caught by society and now it will
imprison him . But not his mind.
For his followers , only time will
show who are his true disciples
and who are just the weekend
"acidheads." He has talked now
of love without drugs. His true
disciples will agree. They will be
his tomorrow, and he is still their
leader.
Yes , Bob
motivated , and
before him, but
Mr. Tambourine

Esposito Named
(Continued from Page 3)

G.E. major who served as a Copy
Editor during this academic year.
draft classification as a
Kevin Alton is succeeded as
conscientious objector, claiming Advertising Manager by David
to be a minister for his father's Malo and Thomas Haedrich who
League for Spiritual Discovery. He will serve as co-managers.
will appeal his 1-A classification. ,
Mr. Malo, a brother of Sigma
Beta Tau fraterity, is a junior G.E.
major. He has served as chairman
of the Freshman Orientation
Committee for the past two years ,
and holds a seat on the Student
Council.
Mr. Haedrich is a freshman
G.E. major. He has been active in
the Theater Guild , and in theater
productions throughout the past
year.

McCutcheon Studio·

Dylan created,
there were many
Timothy Leary is
Man.

Ina White will replace
Elizabeth Stein as Circulation
Manager. Miss White is a freshman
Liberal Arts major who has
previously assisted the staff with
circulation and copy duties.
Vita Buscaino was elected to
serve as Secretary of the
INDEPENDENT. Miss Buscaino, a
sophomore G.E. major , succeeds
Laura Patterson to this position.
A sister of Nu Theta Chi sorority,
Miss Buscaino is a cheerleader,
and has previously worked in the
copy department.
All new editorial positions will
become effective on May 1, 1968.
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to your boy friend , girl friend or
famil y and keep o ne for yourself.

Eat. 1923
- SPECIAL OFFER:
Two posters~from one original

117 Westfield Ave.
Elizabeth, N.
355-4321

J.

205 South A \'e.
Westfield, N. J.
232..9233·

Y ou r original re t u rned
2 u•eek delive n ·
All posters bla~k and u•bite
Ad d 50 ¢ for post ag e for each return address .
Fill in and ma il w ith c ash . c h eck or M .0 . t o

PERSONAL POSTERS P.O. Box 3071 , St. Louis. Mo. 63130
Sc h ool _ _ __
Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Ci t y _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State. _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

Please print c learly o r typ e
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More Sound And Fury
(Continued from Page 4 )
resolutions. On May 6, 1968
C.U . E. (Committee for
Undergraduate Education) is
sponsoring a march on the State
House in Trenton. Again we ask
your support by coming with us
to Trenton.
It is hoped that the following
articles will provide you with a
general overview of the crises in
Higher Education in New Jersey .
I l o ok forward to your
support.
Respectfully ,
FRANK R. NERO
PRESIDENT OF
STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Lack Of Interest
It is with regret that I must sit
down and write this letter , but I
feel that it is absolutely necessary
that certain things be made crystal
clear to members of the
Sophomore Class.
· For the second week in a row,
I witnesse d on Thursday evening,
April 4th, the complete lack of
interest and responsibility on the
part of the majority of members
of the Sophomore Class Congress.
A Congress meeting had been
called that evening at 4:45 pm.
Notices had been sent out to all
members of the body, but at five
o'clock when I called the meeting
to order , a total of six
congressmen plus the Executive
Board had shown up. In our
recent class officers elections,
certain people were constantly
screaming that the Sophomore
Class " did absolutely nothing this
year. " I point out however, that
a class Executive Board can only
do so much ; they must have help
and support from the class itself.
This comes in the form of the
Class Congress. But if that body is
apathetic, what will the class do?
Right now, our Executive
Board is planning to sponsor
during the second week of May a
trip to Yankee Stadium to see a
major league Baseball game.
Originally , our plans were to have
a swim party but after contacting
many places, obstacles have arisen
that make it impossible. Also , we
are attempting to have an entry at

the Carnival in May , but problems
have arisen here also. People want
to help, but when it comes right
down to the hard corework, very
few of them are around to lend a
helping hand .
At a Class Executive Board
meeting on March 4th, it was
decided to recommend to
Congress to drop the idea of the
sophomore Class being
represented at Carnival, due to the
lack of interest in the class and on
Congress. At the Congress meeting
on Thursday evening, March 7th,
the board's recommendation was
voted down by a resounding
majority of tha1 body. Therefore ,
plans went ahead for a
Sophomore entry to the Carnival .
But as of this time , only the two
co-chairmen and our Executive
Board have done any work.
People signed up to work on the
committeee , but when a meeting
was called only a handful of
persons showe d up. Why is there
such apathy within a class that
only one year ago was a strong
part of Newark State??? Where
have all the interested and hard
working people gone to? The
answers to these and many other
questions must be somewhere! I
will only say that _next year WI LL
NOT BE the same as this year!
The tremen dous unity and
closeness of our new Executive
Board that takes office on May
1st will assure the Junior Class
here at Newark State of a sound

Aaronson To Lecture
In Pia infield Apr. 28

many students have left for trips
or employment.
If maximum attendance is
desired I believe the whole Senior
Class should have a right to speak
and vote on several proposals
concerning prom arrangements .
We have not gone through four
years of education only to be
treated like inferiors at the end.
The prom committee should go
back and attempt to make
arrangements to hear the people
they are supposed to have
foremost in mind.

Dr. Bernard S. Aaronson will
be lecturing at the Plainfield
Consultation Center Institute for
the development of the Human
Potential on Sunday, April 28th
from 8:00 p.m. to 10 :00 p.m. at
the Plainfield Consultation
Center, 831-Madison Avenue ,
Plainfield, New Jersey . The title
of his lecture is "Hypnotic
Analogues to the Psychedelic
Experience."
Dr. Aaronson has worked for
many years on experiments
regulating the effects of
hypnotically induced perceptual
FRED JOHNSON changes to the effects of
Class of 1968 psychedelics and to schizophrenia.

Now is the time to do your Spring Cleaning
and contribute to a worthy cause !
Give a little to the homeless
victims of the Newark fire!
Children's Clothing
Canned Goods
Baby Food
Kitchen Utensils
Money
A table for contributions
is set up in the College Center.

He has succeeded in creating
states similar to schizophrenia and
to the effects of psychedelics in
the laboratory . He will discuss his
researches on altered states of
consciousness both with regard to
what they show about
schizophrenia and psychedelic
experience, and also with respect
to the possibility of developing
non-drug approaches to alter
states of consciousness. Slides will
be shown of paintings made under
various kinds of suggestion of
post-hypnotic perceptual changes.
Dr. Aaronson is Chief of the
section of Experimental
Psychology of the New Jersey
Bureau of Research in Neurology
and Psychiatry . His work has
attracted a great deal of attention.
It was featured in the TV special,
"Sc h izophrenia - A Shattered
Mirror."
Dr. Aaronson is one of the
many lecturers feat ured iri the
current series, Institutes for the
De velopment of the Human
Potential, being held at the
Plainfield Consultation Center.
Dr. Frederick "Fritz" Peris, of
Es al e n In st itu te, Big Sur,
California author of the Gestalt
Therapy which he developed on
May . 5th will speak. A special
reduction for each lecture is being
arranged for all college students.

and prosperous year. J only pray

and hope that some of the
"interested" people wake up and
come out of the woodwork to
give the helping hand we need.
Sincerely,
BEN WASSERMAN
Soph . Class Pres., and
Jr. Class Pres.-Elect

Prom Place?
To the Editor :
I would like to know why the
Senior Class is not good enough to
vote on the date and location of
the Senior Prom. This year the
prom is being held in New York
City days after graduation when

Samenfeld-Named Cancer
Committee Chairman
Dr. Herbert W. Samenfeld,
dean of students at Newark State
College , Union , has been named
chairman of the 1968 Union
County Cancer Crusade
Comm ittee for the fourth
consecutive year. The
appointment was made recently
by Dr. Eugene G. Wilkins,
president of Newark State
College , who is also president of
the Union County Chapter of the
American Cancer Society'.
The crusade will be held during
the month of April , which has
been designated "cancer month."
The county goal of $154,000 is a
part of the $1 ,275 ,000 state
crusade.

Dr. Samenfeld is also crusade
committee chairman for Scotch
Plains and treasurer of the county
chapter.
"Proceeds from the crusade
will be used for educational
programs throughout the county,
se rvices to individual cancer
patients and support of research
which may lead to . the cure and
elimination of this disease," Dr.
Samenfeld said.
Dr. Samenfeld was named dean
of students and awarded the rank
of full professor of psychology at
Newark State in 1962. He had
served as assistant director of
student personnel and associate
professor of psychology at the
college since 1957.

Meds excl usive design gives you this extra security: an outer layer of larger fi bers to absorb
faster, blended with an inner layer of tiny fibers
to store more, longer.
Comes In the first gentle, flexible plastlc applicator.

For sample box of 10, send. 10¢ to Meds, Box 10-S,
Milltown,~.J. 08850. Indicate Regular or Super.

MCDS AN D MOOESS Aft£ TRADENA•KS
OF" PERSONAL PRpoucts CONrANY
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Cyril Black Speaks at A-rnerican
Friends Con/. In Princeton
T he United States should
"recognize revolution not only as
inevitable but as desirable ," a
Princeton professor told an
American Friends Service
Committee conference last week.
History professor Cyril E.
Black said , "The United States
should again become
revolutionary and support the
radical revolutions that are
needed." Black was one of some
50 academics and radical activists
who participated in the
conference on "The United States
in a Revolutionary World."
The three day conference was
held at Princeton's Woodrow
Wilson of Public and International
Affairs , which joined the Friends
as sponsors.
As the discussion ranged
across the various international
and domestic issues confronting
the United States, most of the
participants in the conference
pushed for the notion that the
U.S. had become a reactionary
force in the world.
Professor Edgar Z.
Friedenberg , of the State
University of New York at
Buffalo, said, "Starting from our
cultural roots , I don't think the
democratic process in this country
can lead to treating other people,
ATTENTION JUNIORS
CLASS OF 1969
Make your appointment
now for your senior portrait .

Call:
RICHARD'S STUDIO
125 South Orange Ave.
South Orange, N.J.
763-4944

especially colored people, with
any respect."
The defense of the United
States was led, irnnically, by two
foreigners, Dir. Dennis W. Borgan
of Cambridge University and Leo
Mates of the Institute for
International Politics in Belgrade.
Both argued that the social
costs of a revolution were too
high to make it availabl e and
desirable means of effecting social
change. Mates said, "The means
necessary to obtain the revolution
frequently nullify the goals ."
Brogan pinned his hopes for
social change to foreign aid, not
revol ution . "If Americans would
give up seeing the world in black
and white, and give up their belief
in their duty to remake the world ,
they would then be the last best
ho p e of the underdeveloped
worl d," Brogan said.
B rogan said, "The United
States is today a great
revolutionary force, whether it
wants to be or not." He said the
rest of the world looks to the U.S.
for leadership in technology and
life style. Consequently, Brogan
argued, America's revolutionary
leadership is expressed "in ways
that startle Americans who think
of revol ution only in terms of
idealogy."
The conference came to no
general concl usions, and much of
the conference was spent in
introspective and self-conscious
discussions of why they were
saying whatever they we re saying.
P rofessor R ichard Falk of
Princeton said of the proceedings,
"We fin d not so much the end of
ideology but the search for the
beginning of a new ideology." He
told the participants they were

"trying to react in a rather spastic
fashion to the fail ures of our
foreign as seen in Vietnam."
Professor Friedenberg attacked
the "absurdity of discussing
revo l utions in a place like
Princeton."

NOTICE
The Woodwind and Brass
Ensem b les of Newark State
College Music Dept. will appear at
Roselle High School, April 25.
Both groups were forme d by
Profs. Lowell Zimmer and Robert
Tennyson of the Music Dept. ,
consisting of music major
students. Both ensembles will be ·
performing on campus in May.
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Child Study Center
By Wendy Elberger
and Brian Kostek
The Child Study Center of
Newark State College is a
diagnostic and remedial clinic for
i.t1dividuals with disorders which
prevent them · from fully
participating in the world about
them. The services range from
reading and speaking of normal
children to the difficulties of the
mentally retarded.
The Child Study Center is a
community service primarily for
the residents of Union County .
Children comprise the majority of
clients although adults are also
served.
There are three objectives ot
the center; service, education , and
research . The services include
referral , theraupeutic,
consultative, and diagnostic .
Students of the NSC special
education department receive part

of their professional training here.
This gives students, both graduate
and undergraduate, a chance to
actually work with imparied
individuals. Special Education
professors are part of the CSC
staff enabling them to bring their
experiences into the classroom.
Any one may observe proceedings
in the school. This also enables
other professionals to come to the
center and in part their
knowledge.
Research is continually being
done at and around the Child
Study Center. Findings are · given
to educational programs and
social service programs of the
community. Much of the research
is done by graduate students.
They range from the effectiveness
of treating certain types of
disorders to sociological
community surveys.

Newark State Students
Research Profiles
1

PIZZA'S AT LUNCH!

HAVE A PIZZA FOR LUNCH AT

CERAMl'S
Sandwich and Pizza Restaurant

1561 Morris Ave..

687-5111

Union, N. J.
Tuesda,: through Sunday

11:30 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m.

A group of students at Newark
State College, Union, has seized
upon a phrase by State
Commissioner of Education Dr.
Carl Marburger and decided it
symbolizes the hope of the world.
The phrase is "Peace Corps
spirit," a quality which Dr.
Marburger called for as he sought
teachers to work in ghetto schools
after many had fled in the wake
of last summer's riots.
The students have volunteered
to · serve as researchers for a
collection of personality profiles
that will attempt to do_cument it.
They don't know how Dr.
Marburger would define Peace
Corps spirit, but they have
developed their own definition.
They call it a faith in the essential
dignity and worth of all human
beings.
They say it is the spirit that
advances the course of civilization
an d t h e deve l o p ment of
humanitarian principles, and they
intend to seek it among those who
strive unnoticed and those in high
office, among rich and poor,
intellectuals and laborers.
They are issuing a call for
nominations from the public. If
there is someone you feel has a
spirit of compassion and concern
for other people that seems to fit

this definition , please send the
name , address and occupation of
that person to Miss Ma1ian
Courtney , associate chairman of
Informational Services at the
college, who is serving as their
advisor. Persons who are suggested
should live -Within a reasonable
radius of the college.
The students involved in the
project are: Robert Wieman , Gay
Schneider, Cynthia Galate ,
Margaret Morgan, Ed Esposito,
Bill Price , Arthur Kirk, and Alice
Warren.
The profiles will be written by
Miss Courtney. A publisher will be
sought .

"Qraftdodger"
(A Musical Comedy)

May 9, 10, 11 , 12

Theatre for the
Performing Arts.

Don't miss it!
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CUE Holds Re-Organization
(Continued from Page 1)
problems as security existing at
Newark State ."

So remember to come out and
support youth-CUE supports
you.

Please fiD out and return to Independent office:
RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE NEED
FOR INCREASED STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IN NEW JERSEY
Whereas : The New Jersey Citizen's Committee for Higher Education
has recomended that the state spend $427 million on college
expansion by 1975 .
Whereas: New Jersey ranks 49th in the nation in per capita
expenditures for higher education ;
Whereas: The Board of Higher Education's recommendations for
1968-69 have been drastically reduced in the Governor's Budget
Message ;
Whereas: New Jersey will rank 50th in the nation _ in per capita
expenditures for higher education if the Legislature passes the
Governor's recommendations :
Resolved : That the students and faculty members of N.S.C. College
support the New Jersey Citizen's Committee for Higher
Education's recommendations and call on the Legislature to
massive appropriations, recommend a bond issue , or pass other
financial arrangements to finance higher education in New Jersey.
Yes ....... ... . . .
No ...... ....... .

Faculty ......... .
Student . . .. ..... .

RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE NEED FOR A
CLEAR ST ATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND
OBJECTIVES FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
IN NEW JERSEY
Whereas : The Board of Trustees of a State College shall, within the
general policies and guidelines set by the Board of Higher
Education , have general supervision over and shall be vested with
the conduct of the college;
Whereas: The Board of Higher Education has adopted "Guidelines for
State College Boards of Trustees" outlining the powers and duties
of the Boards of Trustees, and the Chancellor has forwarded
memorandums to the State College Presidents and the Members
of the Boards of Trustees of the State Colleges describing the
philosophy and objectives of higher education in New Jersey ;
Whereas : There still seems to be some confusion concerning the intent
of the Higher Education Act of 1966 with respect to the
philosophy and objectives of Higher Education in New Jersey as
described by the Board of Higher Education and the Chancellor.
Resolved: That the students of and faculty members of Newark State
College ask the State Board of Higher Education and the
Chancellor to clarify the intent of the Higher Education Act of
1966 as to the philosophy and objectives of higher education in
New Jersey.
Yes .. . . .. . . : . .. .
No . ... . .... .. .. .
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"Crisis In The City"
NSC Urban Conference
(Continued from Page 2)
and Sociology at Long Island
University, and Dr. Bayrd Still,
chairman of the Department of
History at New York University ,
along with Mr. Ford comprised
the panel.
Mr. Ford is an alumnus of
Newark State College, class of
1948. Dr. Sinder has traveled and
written books clealing with the
various countries of Asia, and has
participated as Chief of
Developments in Asia for the
United Nations, and has
participated in the Peace Corps.
Dr. Still has written books dealing
with the western world, especially
in the area of the American city's
history. He also participated as a
trustee for the New York Institute
of early New York City.
There was discussion and
argument concerning the
terminology involved in defining
the immigrant problem,
particularly in the meaning of the
word immigrant. Dr. Sinder said
that an immigrant was one who
has a specific movement in mind,
who remains fairly permanent or
stable . He also expressed the
thought that people migrate with
ideas and vice-versa. According to
· Dr. Sinder migration results from
an attraction emanating from one
country to another and from a
people having to leave
their
country due to persecution.

Dr. Still commented that the
cities have always felt the impact
of immigration, resulting in an
identification with the city
(urban) rather than rural
community on the part of the
immigrant. According to Dr. Still,
in 1930, 75% of the people living
in foreign nations (excluding
Negro and Puerto Rican) lived in

cities, in comparison to the
50-55% of American urbanites.
It was suggested that_ if the
Negro had a fotm of cohesion, of
which black power may be the
chesive element, they could more
readily adapt themselves to
American society. However, a
Seton Hall professor from the
audience suggested that the Negro
had shunned cohesion in his
history in order to survive slavery
and post slavery life. The idea of
cohesion found in a Negro church
was suggested, followed by Dr.
Still's feeling that the Protestant
Negro of New York City has more
cohesion than the Catholic Puerto
Rican .
A Negro girl from the audience
responded to a query concerning
the origin of a percentage of
Negro students copying African
ideas in dressing. The girl stated
that the Negro was looking for an
identity with the other members
of his race and was trying to find
pride in his heritage and in
himself. The Negro, according to
the girl , wants to get away from
the concepts that American
whites gave to him, thus the
Negros' reason for wanting to be
called "Black" rather than
"Negro".
Dr. Sinder outlined the seven
parts of his American "melting
pot" principle : a) the 19th
century individual is not a part of
the American culture. b) the
immigrants strive for polarity
symbols, to identify themselves
with something in the new
country which is similar to the
native country. c) the
firstgeneration of migrants are
always dramatized; for an ethnic
group to move, the cause has to
be awful. d) all people are
newcomers unless a time sequence

is established. e) the elements of
an older culture are easily lost due
to monoracism. f) urbanization ,
considered most important by Dr.
Sinder, is new in the western
world and is a 20th century
phenomena. g) it is easy to fit into
a general culture if there are no
physical differences.
The Police and
t he Community

This panel, moderated by
Professor Higgins, featured Miss
Henrietta Blatt who is a program
planner for the Philadelphia
Anti-poverty Program; Mr. Arthur
Sills, the Attorney General of
New Jersey, and Col. D. B. Kelly ,
Superintendent of the State
Police.
Miss Blatt stated the
fundamental problem in
interaction is that the white
policeman "Symbolizes white
man's law · to the Negro." She
further remarked that "prejudice
is basically due to stereotyping of
the Negro by the middle class
white policemen."
Attorney General Sills dealt
specifically with equality and
police indignities. In the case of
indignities and perhaps brutality,
"feelings are too deep rooted to
be solved by a Civilian Review
Board . Only an Ad Hoc
investigation of causes of these
feelings, not their manifestations,
could be effective. The proper
approach, he explained, is to deal
with the diseases, not their
symptoms."
Col. Kelly added that the
"policeman on the street is the
key to the problem." he also
emphasized that the police need
more help from private citizens in
doing an effective job of law
enforcement." (To be continued.)

Faculty . ... ... . . .
Student .. .. . ... . .

RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE NEED FOR
GREATER FISCAL AUTONOMY FOR THE
STATE COLLEGES OF NEW JERSEY
Whereas : Autonomy and flexibility, which seem to be the intent of the
Higher Education Act of 1966 , are contradicted in the law' s
provisions concerning fiscal policy as applied to the State
Colleges ;
Whereas: The Public Laws of 1944, chapter 112 and the Public Laws of
1954 , chapter 48 referred to in the Higher Education Act of 1966
prohibit the State College Boards of Trustees from directing and
controlling salary policies, expenditures, entering into contracts
and agreements , or purchasing lands , buildings , equipment ,
materials and supplies ; employing architects , engineers, etc.
Whereas: Public Laws of 1944, chapter 112 and Public Laws of 1954 ,
chapter 48 delegate this authority to other State officers ?r
administrators not in the colleges or the Department of Higher
Education .

•

_._~~._'~ST!

Resolved: That the students of and faculty members of Newark State
College support Senate Bill No . 306 which will provide the fiscal
autonomy necessary for the State colleges to operate effectively,
and which will pro·vide to the State Colleges a degree of general
autonomy and fiscal autonomy equal to that which is granted to
Rutgers, the State University, the Newark College of Engineering ,
and the county colleges.
Yes . . .. . .. ... .. .
No ............. .

Faculty ......... .
Student ......... .

When
your. breath
.
1s screaming

,
.
whisper

AT YOUR
DRUGSTORE ONLY

FRESH, SPICY FLAVOR OBLITERATES ANTI-SOCIALISM.
USED BY DENTISTS.
250 SQUIRTS, NOT JUST 200.
W,Clt,o<ou HUWIIGII'
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NJEA Endorses New
CertificationTimothy Leary's Last Stand

Inside Out

By DAVE LICHTENSTEIN
"Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man, play
a song f or me
I 'm not sleepy and there is no
place I'm goin to ...
Take me f or a trip upon y our
magic, swirling ship
A ll my senses have been stripped,
my hands can't f eel to grip
A nd my toes too numb to step
wait only f or my boo t heels
To be wanderin '
Hey, Mr. Tambourine Man, play a
song f or me
In the jingle jangle morn in ' I'll
come f ollowin' you"
· - from
MISTER TAMBOURINE MAN
by Bob Dylan

With the recording of Mr.
TAMBOURINE MAN in the
mid-60's , poet laureate folksinger
Bob Dylan had introduced the
initial hippie temptation - the
artificial escape from reality.
Dylan has supplied the verse - the
. thought- the motivation. But only
society itself could create a "Mr.
Tambourine Man."
Dr. Timothy Leary (Timothy
of Millbrook) 'accepted' the
'responsibility' while fo unding a
religious colony at a Millbrook,
N.Y., estate-a sect advocating the
discovery of religio!,ls 'ectasy'
through the use of Lysergic acid
D iet h y l ami d e an d othe r
hallucinogenic d rugs. This
followe d his dismissal as a Harvard
professor for con d ucting
unauthorized tests with the then
relatively unknown LSD.
Since 1965 , Leary , \<I
47-year-old pyschologist, has been
arrested 12 times on narcotic
charges (It's my duty to speak
with the police a day every now

Timothy Leary

or then," he commented, "they
should listen to my message.")
He was scheduled to begin
serving a 30-year jail sentence
Monday for a 1965 drug
conviction. A conviction resulting
from his arrest for possession of
one marijuana cigarette after
Federal agents charged he brought
his drugs irlto Laredo, Texas,
following a visit through Mexico.
But Leary appeared unshaken by
the news.
"The people I best admire have
been in jail or killed," he noted.
" Th e only cage is in the
mind- not in prison."
Accompanied by an aide and
his wife Rosemary, Dr. Timothy
Leary arrived for his scheduled
appearance at Newark State
College last Tuesday in a white
flannel ·suit, white shirt, and a
string of beads. Mop-haired and
barefooted he joyfully proceeded
to the stage , flopping down

co m for t a bl y on the fl oor.
Looking up and noticing that the
microphone · was above his head,
he laughed into it - "I'm not high
enough."
Dr. Leary's appearance at NSC
was one of his last scheduled
before he wo uld begin serving his
jail term. "My message is one -of
individual freedom," he told the
crowd.
Ac t uall y the lecture was
intended to a debate between
Leary and Dr. Sidney Cohen,
chief of pyscho-somatic medicine
at the Veterans Hospital of
UCLA; and author of two books
on the mind-expanding drug.
Dr . Cohen b egan the
"debate" with a 45-minute lecture
condemning the free social use of
LSD. Leary had not yet arrived.
When Leary did arrive , he did
not argue or discuss LSD:
"Im not here to debate or talk
ab out drugs," he told the
audiencee. "I'm going to talk
about two things-'Love Is Where
It's At' and 'Evolution - not
Revolution .' "
Leary began his sermon on
" Love- Not War" by addressing
only the Christians. "I'm not
anti-semitic," he apologized, " but
the Jews don't killl- they just
bore you half to death."
The crowd responded with
some laughter, but Leary returned
with "Christians Kill- what
happened to the basic message of
Jesus Christ?" " Love God," he
continued, " Love your neighbor,
love your fellow man . Make Love
Not War." " Noth ing but love," he
pleaded. " Praise the God of
love- don't waste any time."
Leary smiled at the crowd,
saying, "I love yo u," and 'proved'
(Continued on Page 7)

TEACHERS WANTED

Sigma B-e ta Tau
Invites Everyone Toi Their

Southwest, Entire West, and
Alaska. Salaries $5,600 up free registration .
Southwest Teachers Agency
1303 Central Ave. NE.
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87106

TRENTON- The New Jersey
Education Assn. today praised a
new proposal consolidating and
si mpl ifyi n g certification for
teachers of handicapped chil dren.
The proposal would combine
three existing special-education
teaching certificates into one new
general certificate for "classroom
teachers of the handicapped."
Thi s would replace separate
certificates for teachers of the
"mentally retarded," " physically
limi t ed ," and "socially and
e mo ti onally maladjusted," all
re qu ir in g si mila r b asic
preparation.
The change was approved
Tuesday (March 12) by the State
Boa r d of Exa mi ner s, th"e
Education Department ' s
professional agency responsible
for teac h i ng standards and
certification. The 60,000-member
NJEA is urging the State Board of
Education to approve the change.
Com m ente d Dr. Alfre d
Skogsb erg of Bl oomfiel d ,
chairman of NJEA's Committee
on T eacher Ed ucation and
Professional Standards:
"The move is a beginning, we
hope, toward recognizing broader
training for teachers and reducing
t he numbe r of specialize d
ce rtificates governing various
qualifications.'"
The new standards would
eli mi n ate separate prescribed
co ur ses for several teacher
-Specializations . A special-class
teacher would be expected to
present 18 college credits in the
general field of education of
handicapped children. Previously,
detailed programs were prescribed
depending on whether a teacher
ta ught blind, deaf, mentally
retarded, or emotionally disturbed
ch ild ren . The new standard
merely requires study of causes of
disab ilities, special teaching
practices, and resources for the
handicapped somewhere within
the training program offered by a
college of university.
"This degree of fl exibility
should make it easier for New
Jersey to recruit from other states
the special-education teachers it
badly needs," Dr. Skogsberg said.
"The regulations will allow for the
variety of accredited programs for

training teachers of handicapped
children fo und in the many
colleges and universities of the
·nation."
"The change recognizes that a
teacher can be prepared for the
general conditions of special
teaching regar dless of the
handicaps. An individual child in a
special class may have more than
one primary problem."
Unde r t h e change, such
teachers would still be expected
to learn spec ial techniques
appropriate to the particular kinds
of classes they teach. However,
course work preparing teachers
for sightless or hearingless classes
would be included as part of the
18-credit general requirement for
teaching the handicapped. Such
specialities would be shown as
"endorsements" on the teacher of
the handicapped" certificate.
"Obviously, there is little need
for a miltiplicity of special
certificates when the variations
represent ' a difference of only a
few courses," said Dr. Skogsberg.
" Our NJEA Committee sees great
hope in the en d orsement
approach for cutting much of the
'red tape' that has grown up
around teacher certification.
"NJEA favors this move by the
Board of Examiners toward fewer
certificates and more flexible
certification of teachers.''

The Rams·ey's
(Continued fro m P age 12)

While both brothers enjoy
playing on the same club , Al
remembered another time when
they were on opposing teams in
the Pony League. "Yes", said Al ,
"it _was a few years ago ." The ·
reaction, the formation of a big
grin on his face . " Playing against
Rick- I loved it ."
NOTICE
Anyone who is intereste d in
attending t h e Bl airstown
Convention, April 26 - 28 for
SE.A., or in running for an office,
there will be an open meeting on
Tuesday, April 23 , during the
College free hour. It will be held
in Room Tl 10. All members and
non-members are welcome.

Tenth Anniversary
Party
1F riday Night April 26th

From Harvard to UCLA . . . Texas to Ohio State
College students are ALL playing STUDENT SURVIVAL®
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The NEW, EXCITING , FUN game for top students, Phi Beta Kappas, BMOCs,
potential drop-outs, Summa Cum Laude students, and would -be college
graduates. STUDENT SURVIVAL® is sweeping across campuses and dorm itories throughout the country.
Two to six players or one to three couples match wits, luck and money
enroll ing in school courses, completing Majors, paying pen alt ies, avoiding
the draft, escaping from dating dilemmas, getting engaged to be married , and
trying to survive the hilarious and sometimes · devastating Student Notice
Cards.
An adult boardgame packed with fast moving excitement for college
students and fun -loving couples.
IF YOUR CAMPUS STORE IS SOLD OUT, SEND CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER IN THE AMOUNT OF $5.95 ($4.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling)

TO: GAMEMASTERS, INC.
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Mary Ellen Flynn, Fencing
Instructor, Also Cha,npion
Mary Ellen Flynn, fencing
instructor. is now in her third-year
at Newark State Colfege. Before
coming to N.S.C., she taught
fencing for one year at Montclair
State and for two-and-one-half
years at Caldwell College. Also on
her list of instructing credits is the
Burlington Country YMCA, where
she is presently their professional
instructor.
Her fencing experience started
in 1953-54, when she was a
freshman on the Junior Varsity
team at Montclair State, where
she studied for her B.A. in

biological science. Later in her
college career, Mrs. Flynn became
a member of the varsity squad in
1955, and was the Captain in
1957.
While still in college Mary Ellen
was a member of the New Jersey
and New York State Novice Team
Championships. She competed in
the annual championships of the
Intercollegiate Women's Fencing
Association in 1955, 56 and '57.
On the state-wide level, Miss
Flynn was secretary-treasurer of
the N.J. Division of the Amateur

Fencers' League of America
(A.F.L.A.) for eight years. She
also competed in the New Jersey
and New York A.F.L.A.
Competitions.
Mrs. Flynn is also an active
competitor on the national level
of fencing. At various times she
has fenced in the National
Fencing Championships and has
become a life-time member of the
A.F.L.A. Mrs. Flynn had, in two
previous years, served as a
member of the National Board of
Directors of the A.F.L.A. At the
present time, Mrs. Flynn is a
member of the National Fencing
Coaches' Association of America.
Mrs. Flynn is also familiar with
institutional fencing. She
officiated at the World Fencing
Championships in Philadelphia in
1958, and at the Pan American
Games in Chicago in 1959.
Coaching is another field of
fencing well-known to Mrs. Flynn.
The Paterson YWCA; the Bergen
County YMHA ; the Clifton
Jewish Center, the Watchung
Regional High School Enrichment
Program, and the Fences Club of
New Jersey are all places where
she has coached.
At home Mrs. Flynn is kept
busy by her husband and three
children. Mr. Flynn is also a
fencing enthusiast, and two of her
children also take an active part in
the sport.

State
Colleges

Modern Dance Club
Gives Concert

fa
l

Sports Desk
By FRED HANSEN
(Editor's Note: This is the First of Randy McCarthy's Sports Desks! I
thought that it might be a good idea to get to know your new sports
editor by giving you a short synopsis about Randy. Fred Hansen.)
Randy McCarthy will be the new sports editor for the coming
year as a result of the INDEPENDENT elections held last Wednesday .
The sophmore science major has previously served as a reporter on this
year's staff.
Randy was graduated from Sayreville High School in 1966. He
actively participated in basketball and football, and he enjoys all sports.
His other high school activities include his membership in the
Dramatics Club, Quo Vadis (the school yearbook) and the newspaper as
well.
At Newark State, Randy was a member of last year's golf team
and is currently involved with the Circle K broadcasting club on
campus.
The new sports editor feels that the college student should be
thoroughly informed about all athletic developments of the school and
the nation. In the near future, he would like to see a broadening of the
athletic program on both the intramural and intercollegiate level.
In closing, Randy stated "Like my predecessor , I will strive to
promote school spirit and good sportsmanship while keeping the
students informed."

Al and Rick Ramsey
''Baseball Brothers''

By DA VE LICHENSTEIN
Al and Rick Ramsey have some
thing going for them, a family
thing, and nobody could be
happier than Newark State Coach
Doc Errington.
The "brothers two team up
with Tom Murawski to register a
one-sided 9-1 victory over Drew in
the season's opener, and both
combine to form the nucleus of a
strong, young Squire pitching
staff.
The story begins at Somerville
(Continued from Page 5)
High School two years ago. Al was
musical composition was played the star then. The big righthander
by Mr. Tennyson on the
completed a three year pitching
trombone.
role, with a fine 7-1 record in his
Plans were made to publicize senior year. Al played third when
the May 2nd presentation of he didn't pitch and a .300 batting
AFRJCAN HERJTAGE, a dance average added to his pitching
troupe composed of young urban achievements made Somerville
residents from the local one of the top teams in New
community. This meeting will be Jersey.
open to all Newark State students.
Somerville had a big season,
- K. PETERV ARY and so did Al. He was named to
the All-County, All-Area, and
All-State teams. He was offered a
professional contract and several
Mary Ellen Flynn
colleges offered him scholarships.
But Al was destined to enter
Newark State.
(Continued from Page 7)
Why Newark? A good question
- "Experimental studies have with a good answer. George
challenged successfully the Gunzelman, the unofficial athletic
assumption that students must manager at Newark State is a good
have completed a prescribed friend of Al's. George kept telling
Newark State College Modern dance, which are being presented pattern of high school units in Al what a great place N.S.C. is and
Dance Club will present its annual by Elaine Shive and Lynda Davis. order to succeed in college."
he persuaded Al to come and play
A lecture-techniqueSpring Concert on Thursday,
- "The study of particular for the Squires.
April 25, at 7:30 P.M. in the demonstration, which has been courses in high school has little
"Actually," Al, who was also a
choreographed by Miss Julia relationship to college grades."
Theater for the Performing Arts.
standout cager in high school,
Hurd,
Modern
Dance
Club
Admission is free.
- ''There is practically no remembered, "I came here
advisor.
relation
between pattern of high
Highlights from the evening of
The rest of the program will school credits and success in primarily to play basketball." But
dance will include:
baseball turned out to be the
consist of original choreography college."
thing. Al still hasn't lost his cage
A series of dances
staged and presented by club
- "The advantage of studying talents , as was shown by his
choreographed by students of members.
certain subjects in high school as
Mrs. Shiela Hellman, a dancer
Says Elaine Shive, Modern background for specific college All-Greek performance in the
from Leonia, N.J. Mrs. Hellman
Dance Club president, "This courses seems to have been greatly recently firushed tournament.
On the mound as an N.S.C.
teaches part-time at the NSC
evening of dance represents the overemphasized."
freshman
, the first · thing he
campus school.
culmination of a year's growth on
- "Studies have failed to reveal learned was that "You can't strike
A piece of music written by
the part of club members. As in any significant relationship
Mr. Zimmer of NSC music
past years, these have spent many between particular secondary out every batter you face." He
department, which 'will be
exhausting, extra-curricular hours school curricula followed and also added, "that while the
competition might not be on a
choreographed by club members.
in the presentatio~ of imaginative success in college."
major
college level, it is
and varied dance forms. We hope
A two-piece work presented by
- "The re is no apparent considerably tougher than any
the college will appreciate this
four NSC Fine Arts majors, for
relationship between the number other he has faced." Al , who is
small but vital performing group ,
which they have designed
of
high school units completed this year's captain, added, "Doc is
and will come out on Thursday to
costumes, sets and make-up.
a very good coach and is doing the
and
university success."
see their work."
Solo independent studies in

Kappa Delta

L
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best he possibly could with the
available material. This year could
be a very good one for the
Squires."
THE OTHER HALF
There is more than one athlete
in the Ramsey family. Rick, one
year younger than Al, also saw his
share of action as a basketball and
baseball player at Somerville High.
Here at Newark State he was a
member of the J.V. basketball
squad and is currently a
pitoher-outfielder on the baseball
team.
Rick saw his first action in the
Squires opening game. He came in
to pitch the 9th inning with
Newark leading 9-1. "I wasn't too
nervous on the bench", he said,
"but when I went up to the
mound to pitch I became a bit
tense. I then heard some of the
players jokingly calling me
''.rookie", and this relaxed me. I
just wanted to keep the ball on
the ground." But Rick shouldn't
have worried. He retired three
men in a row, two via the
strike-out route, and Newark had
the victory in the bag.
With older brother Al already
attending N.S.C. it seemed
"natural" for Rick to follow his
footsteps. Although that was a
factor, there were other reasons .
"I came here mainly because it
was close, and I wanted to
commute."
One disappointing factor Rich
noticed was school spirit," In
Somerville fans came to the games
in droves, here we are lucky if we
get thirty fans ."
BROTHERLY LOVE
Al and Rick played on
Somerville teams together for
three_years, "We always played on
a te3.Q1. together." noted Rick,
"and f like it a lot." Al agreed "I
like it too; and now I think he can
really help the club. Doc will help
him too."
How do Mom and Dad like it?
Do they favor one brother? "No,"
laughed Rick . "Mom and Dad
don't favor either son. As a matter
of fact , Mom and Dad were glad
we both went to Newark State ."
(Continued on Plage 11)

